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- Personal Package - Full Package
Film crew will be on set for 2-3 days consulting and 
interviewing the subject in multiple locations of your 
choosing.

An approximately hour-long film will be created, 
including footage from the interview days edited 
together with personal photos, video, and memoriabilia.

Included will be a fully custom DVD with subtitles,   
    DVD packaging with multiple copies printed 
           as well as a full-resolution, high-definition  
                   digital copy.

Film crew will spend 5-7 days preparing, 
consulting and interviewing the main subject as 
well as 2-3 other personalities in several locations. 

This professionally edited, 90-minute film will 
come with a fully custom DVD menu including 
subtitles and bonus features (photo slideshow, etc.)

Included will be several professionally packaged 
DVD copies, a full-resolution, high-definition 
digital copy for you and your family as well as 
an external hard drive containing all un-cut 
interview footage.  

Our film crew will sit down with various members of your family and 
  close friends in a number of unique locations. Through multiple 
     conversations we will create a truly special family keepsake 
       unlike any other, for your entire family to enjoy.

          By speaking with as many members of the family as possible and gaining    
            multiple perspectives we will capture the essence of your family,   
                 showcasing what makes each family unique in their own way.

www.thedocumentarians.ca

A unique personal documentary showcasing the life and times of an individual

The ultimate family keepsake, showcasing 
the essence of your family on film

- Light Package
Film crew will spend one day interviewing the 
subject and filming b-roll to be included in the 
final product.

  This package includes filming at one                
     location of your choosing and a 30-minute      
      film presented in a full-resolution, high-   
         definiton digital copy.

* contact The Documentarians for details on pricing

Pricing

Starting at $599 + HST

Basic Packages


